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IHH Initial Plan (Habilitation)
Per UHC instruction, persons accessing
IHH must have a basic initial plan that
demonstrates what the person
expects/needs from the IHH.
Note: This is not the comprehensive plan.

IHH Initial Plan (Habilitation)
Example: Due to Jeremy’s schizophrenia disorder, he has experienced a
lot of difficulties in keeping himself safe and healthy, has engaged in
substance abuse previously including street drugs and alcohol, and number
of housing issues and removals or eviction. Jeremy does not always take
his medications/bi-weekly injection as prescribed, and experiences
significant symptoms such as auditory and visual hallucinations, which he
may respond to, and disorganized thinking and speech. Jeremy is currently
renting a studio apartment and working with a payee, but his recent
increase in symptoms and resulting behavior has jeopardized his housing.
He is willing to see his psychiatrist regularly and to have staff help him with
his medications and housing. He has a representative payee, ABC Agency.
·
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IHH Initial Plan (Habilitation)

IHH will assist Jeremy to accomplish the following:
• Jeremy would like to see his psychiatrist regularly and follow
medication recommendations and receive support in medication
management
• Jeremey would like to pursue more of his interests and hobbies and
developing healthy coping skills to manage his symptoms, remaining
drug and alcohol free
• Jeremy would like to maintain his housing and receive support in
keeping a safe and healthy home.

IHH Initial Plan (Habilitation)

Example : Due to Judy’s anxiety disorder and eating disorder, she
has experienced prior hospitalization, issues with her health, and has
had difficulties completing her education/training and holding
employment. Judy is currently working part-time at a local pet
grooming and boarding, is seeing a therapist regularly, and is living
with her parents. Judy says she doesn’t socialize much with peers,
can be anxious in social situations, and is interested in more
education or training in caring for animals, but all previous plans or
enrollment has been interrupted by symptoms or hospitalization due
to her eating disorder. Judy is polite and soft spoken and has clear
knowledge and passion for animals including dogs, cats, and horses.
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IHH Initial Plan (Habilitation)
IHH will assist Judy in the following ways:
Judy would like to remain healthy and hospital free, managing her
mental health and utilizing new coping skills, eating and exercising in
healthy proportions, and continuing to see her therapist.
·

·
Judy would like to look for and live in her own apartment (maybe
with a roommate).
·
Judy would like to pursue more of her interests or hobbies and
increase her socialization or connections and relationships with others.

InterRAI
Assessment tool used to guide Habilitation Services.
IHH Care Coordinator or designated CM shall:
(1) Arrange for the completion of the InterRAI before services
begin and annually thereafter.
(2) Use the information submission tool and other supporting
documentation as relevant to develop a comprehensive
service plan before services begin and annually thereafter.
(IAC 78.27(2)d)
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SIS Assessment
Assessment tool used to guide ID Waiver Services.
Care Coordinator or designated agent shall:
The case manager shall coordinate with the Department for
completion of Form 470-4694 for children under the age of five
and, for all others, to arrange a SIS assessment for the initial level
of care determination within 30 days from the date of the HCBS
application unless the case manager can document difficulty
in locating information necessary to arrange the assessment or
other circumstances beyond the case manager’s control.
(IAC 83.61(2)f)

SIS Assessment
A redetermination of continuing eligibility factors shall
be made when a change in circumstances occurs
that affects eligibility in accordance with rule 441—
83.61(249A).
(IAC 83.64)
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How Assessments Drive Service Planning
The scores should tell you what areas the
person has deficits in. Some of these will
likely be formally stated goals for the
member, but others will be listed as areas of
needed support or oversight.

Service Planning
IHH and CM Plan

Handout from IME (Joyce Vance) :
Intensive Case Management Person Centered
Planning Requirements
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Service Plan Format
Insert screen shot of plan

Service Plan Format
Insert screen shot of plan
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Service Plan Format
Insert screen shot of plan

Service Plan Format
Here is where you can download a copy for yourself:

https://theiacp.memberclicks.net/assets/docs/UHC%20ISP2
%204.2018.doc
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Service Planning
Provider Plan

Service Plan
Service providers are required to develop a
service plan with the member that is consistent
with the Person-Centered Service plan
completed by the IHH/CM including the need
for the amount of supervision, supports, and
skills training requested.
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Service Plan - Prior to Meeting
Collaborate with Team Members:
• Including member, legal representative, IHH worker,
CM, agency staff, other services (therapist, PCP, etc.)
• DOCUMENT COLLABORATION (now and throughout
services).
• Gather info on strengths, updates, and concerns.

Service Plan Development

At service plan meeting discuss:
Member’s strengths, preferences, desired outcomes,
assistance, or needed accommodations, additional
supports or needed referrals, nutritional health plan,
infectious disease prevention, emergency medical
intervention, and review of basic demographic
updates. Assessment-strengths and barriers to reaching
desired outcomes.
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Service Plan Development
Risk profile including actions to minimize
Coping/crisis plan/behavior support plan
including medical/physical/mental
Rights restrictions, if any, and plan to
remove/review restrictions (at least quarterly
for Habilitation and annually Waiver services).

Rights Restriction CM/IHH Plan Example
RIGHTS RESTRICTIONS
(List guardian, payee, power of attorney, conservator, and court commitments. List restrictions at home, work and in the community such as financial, safety, medication, supervised
time, telephone, bus, access to food, keys. Address in plan to diminish.)

RESTRICTION
RATIONALE FOR RESTRICTION
PLAN TO DIMINISH/RESTORE RIGHTS
(or written documentation that a plan is not necessary or appropriate)

Daisy’s right to manage her finances is restricted.
ABC Agency service as Daisy’s payee for her social security benefits due to her history of mismanaging her money and becoming
unable to obtain basic necessities.
The member is in agreement with this restriction. This restriction will be reviewed quarterly by the team or at the request of the
member. There is no plan to restore this restriction at this time.
Daisy’s right to manage her medications is restricted.
Daisy resides in a habilitation home and staff assists with administering and storing her medication bottles due to Daisy’s history
of mismanaging her medications.
The member is in agreement with this restriction. This restriction will be reviewed quarterly by the team or at the request of the
member. There is no plan to restore this restriction at this time.
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Rights Restriction CM/IHH Plan Example
RIGHTS RESTRICTIONS
(List guardian, payee, power of attorney, conservator, and court commitments. List restrictions at home, work and in the community such as financial, safety, medication, supervised
time, telephone, bus, access to food, keys. Address in plan to diminish.)

RESTRICTION
RATIONALE FOR RESTRICTION
PLAN TO DIMINISH/RESTORE RIGHTS
(or written documentation that a plan is not necessary or appropriate)

Daisy’s right to privacy is restricted.
Daisy resides in a habilitation home. Staff has the code to the key pad to gain entrance into the home to provide service and in
case of emergencies.
The member is in agreement with this restriction. This restriction will be reviewed quarterly by the team or at the request of the
member. There is no plan to restore this restriction at this time.

Rights Restriction Provider Plan Example
PERSONAL PRIVACY - You have the right to be alone in the bathroom and
bedroom.
Daisy’s right to privacy is restricted. Staff have a keypad to the home for entrance and
emergencies and to be able to enter to provide services to Daisy’s and her roommates.
This restriction will be reviewed quarterly.
MONEY/PERSONAL PROPERTY - You have the right to manage your money and
to use it as you choose. You have the right to receive gifts, purchase, have, and
use your own personal property.
Daisy’s right to handle her own money is restricted. Agency ABC applied and is now
Daisys representative payee. Staff will assist Daisy with budgeting and money
management. Daisy’s needs assistance with budgeting to ensure all of her living
expenses are paid. Daisy will continue to work on her budgeting goal and this restriction
will be reviewed by Daisy and her team on an annual basis.
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Rights Restriction Provider Plan Example
RESTRICTIVE PROCEDURES - You have the right to be free from restrictive
procedures (e.g. restriction of cigarettes or TV, involuntary time out, etc.)
RESTRAINTS - You have the right to be free from mechanical, physical, or
chemical (medication) restraints.
Daisy’s right to handle all of her own medications is restricted. Daisy’'s staff will be
responsible for ordering, setting up, and administering Daisy’s medications. Daisy needs
assistance in this area to maintain her mental health because she does not have the
skills with the number of medications she takes. This restriction will be reviewed
quarterly by the team. There is no plan to restore this restriction at this time and Daisy is
in agreement with this restriction.
OTHER NOTED RESTRICTIONS-You have the right to be free from all other
restrictions unless agreed upon by you and your team.

Service Plan Development
Goals (Goals will be relevant to the diagnosis
and assessment),
Objectives (Objectives must contain a
description of a behavior that is specific,
observable, and measurable standards) and
Interventions (Interventions will clearly define
specific action steps).
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Goals and Objectives
Everything we do needs to be tied to a goal
that is tied to the member’s identified wants
and needs. (ie: shows up in assessment or
member-identified priority)
Note - This is an expectation of UHC.

Skill Goal and Objective (example)
Goal: I will be able to cook my own meals by the end of this year.
Objective: I will be able to make at least 10 different meals by the
end of the year.
Interventions:
1) Staff will cook with Simon, walking him through the steps to making
meals. 2) Staff will educate Simon on the food pyramid and then
review with him how to select various foods that he likes that fit this
pyramid. 3) Staff will help Simon learn how to grocery shop for items
that would allow him to make the food he selects. 4) Staff will provide
guided direction as necessary for food prep which includes
modeling, giving hand/hand support, encouragement, and praise.
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Maintenance Goal and Objective (example)

Goal: I want to remain safe and secure in my home.
Objective: Staff will support me in maintaining my overall wellness by providing
protective oversight and supervision.
Interventions:
1.
Staff will administer medications as prescribed per doctor's orders.
2.
Staff will provide transportation as needed to meet basic needs because
member has no driver’s license, and there are no public transportation
systems available.
3.
Staff will provide overnight supervision because member has a tendency to
be distressed more in the evenings and has a tendency to wander around
outside with little knowledge or adherence to weather conditions.
4.
Staff will support Johnny in establishing a daily routine that supports wellness
because Johnny will isolate and avoid interactions with others due to his
depression.

Barriers
Barriers will be key to the “WHY” we are
doing what we want to be doing. We need
to describe why we are having to support
them in the goals we’ve identified as well as
the need for protective oversight and
supervision. This might include statements
like:
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Barriers (statement samples)

•Johnny has never had anyone show him how to cook. He
has been in various institutions his entire life, and this is not a
skill he has been taught.
•Joan has very limited awareness of her medications and
has never been taught what or how her medications work
for her or how to take them. In addition, her diagnosis of
depression causes her to struggle with the ability to
concentrate; so this makes the risk of error higher. Currently
the doctor is mandating she have support in her medication
administration.

Barriers (statement samples con’t)

•Due to Sally’s high level of anxiety, she is not
able to live alone without support. Historically,
when she was living without overnight support,
she would frequently contact the emergency
rooms and/or call 911 due to fears that occur
when alone. She also has a high risk of
performing self-harming activities when this
anxiety escalates. For her, safety overnight
support and supervision are required.
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Barriers (statement samples con’t)
•Due to Tom’s intellectual disability, he is not
able to live alone without support. Tom cannot
identify dangerous situations or follow a safety
plan. Tom is unable to recognize typical
household hazards such as hot stoves, slippery
surfaces, or spoiled food.

Barriers (con’t)
Barriers NEED to reference anything that was
identified as relevant in the client’s assessment that
we are planning to do with the member as that ties
the whole package together. Use that as a resource
to write your barriers. You could even say.. According
to the SIS or InterRAI, Sam has difficulty with...or rates
low on…
We have to JUSTIFY what we are doing with the client.
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Case Manager/IHH Goal sample
ONGOING SUPPORTS:
Assistance is provided by staff with an emphasis on completing
activities of daily living such as managing finances, managing
medications, cleaning, completing hygiene, providing transportation,
utilizing coping skills, promoting wellness, providing supervision, and
monitoring for safety and well-being. Ongoing supports provided by
staff are not limited to this list and may extend into other areas of
daily living activities.

Provider Goal Sample
Goal - I want to remain safe and secure in my home.
Barrier - Daisy recently moved from a small bed RCF
home to a waiver home. With this comes more
expectations and independence. Because of her
Schizoaffective Disorder she may need assistance in
activities of daily living, transportation, community
inclusion, and protective oversight and supervision.
.
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Provider Goal Sample
Objective - Staff will support me in maintaining my overall wellness by providing protective
oversight and supervision so that I can stay where I am living. (12-1-17 to 11-30-18)
Interventions - 1. Staff will support Daisy with daily living skills. 2. Staff will provide
transportation as needed to meet basic needs because Daisy at this point has no driver’s
license and there are times when no public transportation is available. 3. Staff will provide
supervision because Daisy at times struggles with maintaining a routine that is good for
her mental health. 4. Staff will support Daisy in establishing a daily routine that supports
wellness because Daisy at times needs support in scheduling and attending appointments
because of her mental health symptoms. 5. Staff will monitor medications adherence. 6.
Staff will support and encourage Daisy with socializing to assure that she can make and
maintain friendships. 6. Staff will encourage Daisy to use her coping skills. 7. Staff will
provide oversight and supervision.

Questions so far?
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Documentation

All Documentation must:
• Revert back to the Service Plan’s goals and
objectives and interventions.

• Relate narrative to the identified needs/wants
as much as possible. Barriers may help you
with words to use and diagnosis to reference.
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All Documentation Must: (con’t)
Each progress note entry, for each Medicaid member, and for each
date of service must include:
•

•

The date and amount of time services were delivered,
including the beginning and ending time of service delivery.
The first and last name, professional credential, if any, and title
of provider staff actually rendering service, as well as that
person’s signature.

All Documentation Must: (con’t)
Each progress note entry, for each Medicaid member, and for each
date of service must include:
•
•

The place of service (i.e., location where service was actually
rendered).
A description of the specific components of the Medicaidpayable service being provided.
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All Documentation Must: (con’t)
Each progress note entry, for each Medicaid member, and for each
date of service must include:
• The nature, extent, and number of units of the service that was
rendered. The progress note must describe what specifically was
done and include the progress and barriers to achieving the
goals and objectives as stated in the member’s comprehensive
service plan.
• The name, dosage, and route of administration of any
medication administered, when it is a part of the service. (MAR)

All Documentation Must: (con’t)
Include the identified goal, objective, and
interventions/teaching procedures/action steps
on the printed document.
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All Documentation Must: (con’t)
Note: Skill being taught or support provided.
This should be either in the interventions or
directly in the notation.

Skills & Supports Defined:
• Adaptive Skills Development: Ability to manage your home, personal
care, money, telephone, getting around in community, staying safe
and healthy, following schedules and routines, talking to others, solving
problems, being able to plan and organize.
• Community Inclusion: Able to know and choose community
activities/events. Not just be around something but to be active in
something liked or valued.
• Social and Leisure Skill Development: An opportunity to meet up with
old friends and make new ones. Held in many different locations and
offer a range of activities and events that bring people together in
varied and active way.
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Skills & Supports Defined: (con’t)
• Job Readiness: Ability to stay on task, follow general workplace rules
around safety and social interaction, etc.
• Supported Employment: Training on specific job tasks, specific job
safety rules, employer expectations, etc.
• Transportation Identify who is responsible.
• Adult Educational Supports: Assistance with college applications/GED
sign up, etc.
• Protective Oversight and Supervision: As defined in service plan (ie:
safety concerns due to disability).
• Assistance with Activities of Daily Living (ADL’s): Eating, bathing,
dressing, toileting, walking.

All Documentation Must:
Include documentation of member’s progress. Can’t just be a single
word that says “progressing” or “yes.” Need to include what they did
that showed progress.
Example:

• Logan made progress today by making his bed and being up
and ready by 8am. or
• Staff explained all the steps to Logan on how to make
scrambled eggs, then Logan showed progress on his cooking
objective by making scrambled eggs for himself and his
roommate with only a few reminders from staff on action steps.
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All Documentation Must:
•

Show implementation of the service plan – objectives
need to be implemented as directed by the service plan.

•

Support the number of direct support hours identified in
the person-centered treatment plan.

•

Be specific to the person and the encounter – cutting and
pasting...NEVER allowed. Don’t do it.

All Documentation Must:
Occur AFTER providing service.
Note: UHC (Optum) requires notation on why a note is late if not
completed within 24 hours of service. (page 60 of Optum provider
manual.)
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What is a Good Note?
Ask yourself: If I read this tomorrow or next week would I:
1.Be able to see what I did as a staff to support the member?
2.Be able to see how the member responded to my support?
3.Be able to see if the member is making progress?
4.Be able to see how I, as staff, supported the member’s
need.
If the answer is YES to these questions, you wrote a good note.
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Examples of Not-So-Good Notes:
• Staff processed with Member B her feelings,
questions, and concerns. Member B was open with
staff. Member B made progress on this goal.
• Member A told staff that she spent most of the day in
her room not feeling well.
• Member A was not out of her room for at least 10
hours today.

Examples of Not-So-Good Notes: (con’t)
• At 4:30pm staff initiated Member to do his laundry and he went to
his room. He started his laundry before going out to eat.
• Member A arrived home from work, they talked to their
roommates and played a video game. They ate a pork chop,
baked potato, and green beans for supper. Then they played
video games until they went to bed at 11pm. Staff was available
for protective oversight and supervision.
• Staff asked Member if he was going to do his chore when his
housemate did his, and Member said not tonight and shut his
door. Member was not successful.
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Examples of Not-So-Good Notes: (con’t)
• Member arrived to the work floor and accepted her job assignment of labeling.
Staff observed Member C at the start and praised her for the precise way she
placed the label on the spool. Member continued to label during the morning
hours doing an excellent job. Staff thanked Member C for her attention to
detail when placing the label on the spool, and Member C thanked staff for the
compliment. Member C returned from the break on time and continued to
work on labeling up until it was time for the lunch break.
• Staff went outside and asked Member C if she would take a shower tonight
before she goes to bed. Member C told staff she would take a shower tomorrow
morning instead. Member C did not complete her shower goal tonight. Staff will
continue to support Member C on her shower goal.

Examples of Good Documentation
Goal: I want to maintain my current home and
have protective oversight and supervision with
the support of staff.
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Examples of Good Documentation (con’t)
Interventions – As needed staff will initiate, point out, encourage, and
facilitate Carter with meeting his self-help skills, domestic skills, nutrition,
vision & hearing, mental health, communication, household
management, personal safety, medical needs, medication
management, community access, social skills, leisure/recreation, memory
cues, transportation, personal finances, maladaptive behaviors, personal
hygiene, laundry, and health care. Staff will provide protective supervision
and oversight so that Carter can remain safe. Staff will role model with
Carter. Staff will offer Carter suggestions and assistance as needed to
allow him to be successful in his current living environment and
manage his anxiety.

Examples of Good Documentation (con’t)
Carter arrived home at 2:45pm. Staff facilitated Carter with his selfregulation skill by offering him different coping skills to manage his
anxiety and being upset. It took quite awhile to get Carter to calm
down, but eventually he did calm down. Staff facilitated Carter with
his community integration skill by providing transportation to and from
HyVee. Staff facilitated Carter with his adaptive living skill by assisting
him in dishing up a plate of food for him because he said it’s hot. Staff
facilitated Carter with his med management skill by administering him
his bedtime meds. Carter took all his meds. At 11:59pm Carter was
resting in his room.
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Examples of Good Documentation (con’t)
Carter came home from day hab at 2:45pm. Staff assisted Carter with his med
management skill by going to HyVee pharmacy and picking up meds. Staff assisted
Carter with self-regulation skill by providing instruction on using his coping skill of
listening to music. Staff offered Carter one of his prn's and Carter stated he would
like one (med given). Carter calmed in half hour. Staff helped Carter with his
adaptive living skill by assisting him in making his plate of supper. Carter ate his
meal. Staff tried to encourage Carter to do his daily cleaning chore but Carter
grunted at staff and put his headphones on and listened to his music. Staff
facilitated Carter with his med management skill by administering him his bedtime
meds, Carter took all his med. At 11:59pm Carter was in his room resting quietly. Staff
will continue to be here for support and protective oversight.

Examples of Good Documentation (con’t)
I will maintain my overall wellness with staff support and supervision.
Interventions: 1) Staff will provide transportation as needed to meet basic needs because
Logan has no driver’s license and cannot afford the public transportation that is available.
2) Staff will provide supervision at all times because Logan has homicidal and suicidal
thoughts, hears voices, has a history of substance abuse, and needs supervision to not act
upon his thoughts. 3) Logan has limited skills in house cleaning, cooking, menu planning,
grocery shopping, exercise, and taking care of his personal hygiene. So staff will teach ADL
skills thru adult education and supportive direction. Logan will also be advised on how to
establishing a consistent daily routine to help in his MH recovery. 4) Staff will provide support
with social and leisure skill development as Logan has a history of physical aggression
towards his peers. 5) Staff will facilitate Logan with budgeting his money because he has a
limited budget and is impulsive with his money. 6) Staff will facilitate Logan with scheduling
and attending appointments.
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Examples of Good Documentation (con’t)
At 12:00am, Logan was resting quietly in his room. Logan rested quietly throughout the night
hours. Due to Logan's history of elopement, staff was available for supervision and protective
oversight. Around 7:45am, staff heard Logan's alarm go off. Logan came from RCF, therefore
has limited experience in daily routines. Logan needs help getting up in the morning. Staff
knocked on Logan's door. When there was no response, staff opened Logan's door and
observed he was in bed with his eyes opened. Staff asked Logan if the alarm was loud
enough to wake him and Logan responded yes. Staff encouraged Logan to follow through
and get up to get ready for the day. Logan responded that he would. Staff observed Logan
go into the bathroom. Around 7:57am, Logan came to staff for his meds. See med goal.
Because Logan is limited in his experience in taking care of his personal needs, staff
encouraged Logan to take a shower. Logan responded that he would take his shower. Staff
observed Logan was in the bathroom. Staff heard the shower running. Logan was outside
when staff's shift ended.

Examples of Good Documentation (con’t)
Goal: I will come to staff independently at each medication time to take my
medications at least 2 out of every 4 opportunities until 11/30/17 and then at least 3
out of every 4 opportunities until 4/30/2018.
Interventions: 1) Staff will facilitate Logan with strategies to remember each of his 4
medication times daily (alarm on phone, watch, etc.) 2) Staff will ask Logan to
come take his medications when he does not independently come to staff. Staff
will encourage Logan to independently come to staff at each medication time
next time. 3) Staff will observe Logan take his medication out of his planner to
ensure he takes the correct medications. 4) Staff will commend Logan when he
comes to staff independently and takes his medications correctly.
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Examples of Good Documentation (con’t)
Due to Logan's schizophrenia symptoms, staff facilitates
Logan with taking his meds on time. Logan came to staff
independently for his meds. Staff facilitated Logan in
getting his med planner out of his drawer. Staff observed
Logan remove the correct meds from his med planner. Staff
observed Logan take his meds correctly. Staff commended
Logan for succeeding in this goal.

TIPS

• Review the information in the
assessment to reference symptoms,
diagnosis, etc. Include this information in
your service plans.
• Communicate with IHH Care
Coordinator/CM to assure all information
is in their plan so services can be justified.
• Assure staff understand treatment plans.
• Use Common Intervention Terminology in
documentation (see handout).
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Documentation Guide
What skill was
worked on
Financial
(Adaptive skill)

Medication
Management

Adaptive Living
Skills

Communication
Skills

Examples of that skill

Example documentation

Budgeting, bill paying, Client expressed concerns about their money. Staff facilitated client
reviewing money
with financial skills by reviewing their budget. Client verbalized
understanding.
Learning medications, Staff reviewed each medications purpose with client, client was able to
taking medications,
repeat each medications purpose. Staff administered medication.
ordering/picking up
medications
Cooking, cleaning,
Staff facilitated client with adaptive living skills by providing step by
menu planning
step instructions for preparing their meal. Client followed through and
successfully prepared the meal.
Speech, language,
Staff assisted client with communication skills by directing them to use
listening
louder voice tones in order to be understood correctly. Client increased
voice tones and was able to make needs known.
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Documentation Guide (continued)
Community
Inclusion

Health & Safety
(Adaptive skill)

Leisure & Social

Use of community
resources, shopping,
transportation, etc.
Membership in
community
groups.organizations
Respond to
illness/injury, weather
preparedness,
following basic safety
precautions,
reviewing emergency
drills

Staff facilitated client with community integration skills by providing
transportation to Fareway in Spirit Lake, IA in order to grocery shop.
While traveling there staff utilized role play to reduce client’s anxiety
about strangers greeting them while shopping. While shopping client
engaged in conversation with people who greeted her.
Staff facilitated client with health and safety skills by reviewing the
outside temperature and suggesting client wear appropriate clothing for
the weather. Client put on shoes and coat before going outside.

Engaging/planning activities, Staff facilitated client with leisure skills by suggesting they attend the Community Table. Client
interactions with others
agreed. While in the community, staff facilitated client by role modeling positive interactions with
peers. Client engaged in positive conversations with peers

Documentation Guide (continued)
ADLs (activities of
daily living)

Self-direction
(adaptive skill)

Self-regulation
(adaptive skill)

Interpersonal
(adaptive skill)

Eating, dressing, bathing, Staff facilitated client with ADLS by providing reminders to complete
toileting, etc
each step of hygiene. Client compiled and came to the common
area appropriately groomed.
Task follow through Staff assisted client with self-direction skills by redirecting them to
keeping a schedule,
follow through on a task.
follow time limits and
directions, making
choices
Coping skills, managing Staff facilitated client with self-regulation skills by providing
mental health symptoms instructions for different coping skills as chosen by the client. Client
was able to self-manage their anxiety using these tools.
Getting along with others, Staff facilitated client with interpersonal skills by initiating
resolving conflicts,
conversation between client and peer in order to resolve conflict.
expressing emotions
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Last Joke
What did 1 eye say to the other eye?

Between you and me something smells!!
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